The Citizens Commission on Human Rights (CCHR) was established in 1969 by the Church of Scientology to investigate and expose psychiatric violations of human rights, and to clean up the field of mental healing. Its co-founder is Dr. Thomas Szasz, professor of psychiatry emeritus and an internationally renowned author. Today, CCHR has more than 130 chapters in over 30 countries. Its board of advisors, called Commissioners, includes doctors, lawyers, educators, artists, business professionals, and civil and human rights representatives.

CCHR has inspired and caused many hundreds of reforms by testifying before legislative hearings and conducting public hearings into psychiatric abuse, as well as working with media, law enforcement and public officials the world over.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

1. You have the right to refuse permission for your child to be subjected to any psychological or psychiatric questionnaire, test or evaluation in school.

2. If your child has been subjected to psychological/psychiatric screening without your consent, or coercively drugged, consult a lawyer to determine your right to prosecute criminally and civilly the responsible psychologists or psychiatrists, their colleges and associations.

3. Psychiatry and psychology must be eliminated from education and the State should not fund their coercive and unworkable methods.

Caution: No one should stop taking any psychiatric drug without the advice and assistance of a competent non-psychiatric medical doctor.

This publication was made possible by a grant from the United States International Association of Scientologists Members’ Trust.

[Relevant quotes and sources listed here, related to the topics of psychological and psychiatric testing, consent, and the elimination of psychiatry from education.]
teaching, then the kids will cope ... sheltering children from pressure and new experiences represents a lack of faith in their potential to develop through new challenges.”

According to the Rutherford Institute, “Parents have a constitutional right to direct and control the upbringing of their children, and laws or governmental actions that unreasonably infringe the rights of parents to raise and educate their children according to their own values are constitutionally suspect.”

Dr. Whitaker offers this advice: “Folks, sometimes feeling irritable, unable to sleep, etc., are hardly indicative of a serious mental malfunction. Feeling out of sorts from time to time is a normal part of being human. … Think back on your childhood. Remember your experiences. Now ask yourself, would you be better off today if five or six years of your childhood had been spent in a drugged-out state?” Furthermore, here’s what he advises parents to do: “First of all, refuse to sign those consent forms when they come home from your child’s school—if they can’t test them, they can’t drug them.”

Professor Thomas Szasz says that child psychologists and psychiatrists “rob the child of his most important possession, himself. … Thrusting fake intimacy and pretended care on them…is our distinctively modern method of harming children in the name of helping them. Child psychology and child psychiatry cannot be reformed. They must be abolished.”

**INTRODUCTION**

**IDEOLOGICAL ABUSE OF SCHOOL CHILDREN**

In his 1932 novel, *Brave New World*, Aldous Huxley depicts a “utopian” but totalitarian society, one that is insane and bent on control. It is a controlled civilization, using, as Huxley stated, the “technique of suggestion—through infant conditioning and, later, with the aid of drugs.”

In 1967, a group of prominent psychiatrists and doctors met in Puerto Rico to discuss their objectives for psychotropic drug use on “normal humans” in the year 2000. In what could well be a sequel to Huxley’s novel—only it wasn’t fiction—their plan included manufactured “intoxicants” that would create the same appeal as alcohol, marijuana, opiates, and amphetamines, producing “disassociation and euphoria.” Drugs to “enhance the learning capacity of the individual … would likely alter the total educational process.”

The resultant report also stated, “Those of us who work in this field see a developing potential for nearly a total control of human emotional status, mental functioning and will to act. These human phenomena can be started, stopped or eliminated by the use of various types of chemical substances. What we can produce with our science now will affect the entire society.”

The group also predicted that the “breadth of drug use may be trivial when we compare it to the possible numbers of chemical substances that will be available for the control of selective aspects of man’s life in the year 2000.” Today, with 17 million children worldwide consuming mind-altering drugs and the almost exclusive use of psychology-based curricula in many schools, Huxley’s *Brave New World* is a reality.

In 2003, that reality was reinforced by the release of the U.S. New Freedom Commission on Mental Health Report, which recommended that all 52 million American schoolchildren be...
Claiming that normal childhood behavior is a mental disorder and that drugs are the solution, psychiatrists and psychologists have insinuated themselves into positions of authority over children. Through an almost total coup d’etat in our schools, our once strong and effective scholastic-based schools have turned into explosive test tubes.

In 2004, Professor Frank Furedi stated, “If present trends continue, soon there will be little to distinguish school from a mental health institution. … If we treat difficult challenges as an experience with which children cannot cope, pupils will pick up the message and regard it with dread. However, if we back off from playing doctor and patient and concentrate on developing children’s strength through creative…”

Behavioral control-based screening questionnaires already exist in many educational systems. Invasive questions such as “How hairy do you think your parents’ private parts are?” or “Have you or someone in your family ever been raped or sexually molested?” are commonplace. Program staff have resorted to giving “incentives” (bribes), such as $5 gift certificates, video rental gifts or “food vouchers” to students to secure the return of parental consent forms for the screening to be conducted. Most parents are unaware that their child is being assessed.

In response to global psychiatric screening, Vera Sharav of the Alliance for Human Research Protection (AHRP) stated: “This dubious initiative is a radical invasion of privacy, leaving no room for individual choice—or the freedom for parents to say no to psychotropic drugs for their children. Such mandatory, government-endorsed screening programs contradict the freedoms guaranteed in a democratic society.”

This publication is written to enlighten those parents who work sincerely and diligently in the hope of guaranteeing their children a better education and a greater hope for success in life. It is for dedicated teachers who also work for the love of children and their well being.

The information is not easy, comfortable reading, but please persist, because ultimately, the harshest reality you will have to face is that children urgently need our help and protection. Without that, the future for one and all is at serious risk. In this cause, we ask your help.

Jan Eastgate
President,
Citizens Commission on Human Rights International
...ings were committed by teens that had been taking prescribed psychotropic drugs known to cause violent behavior, while five had participated in psychological programs. Critics cite Colorado’s Columbine High School teens Eric Harris and Dylan Klebold as examples of the failure of “anger management” and “death education.” Both boys had attended a court-ordered counseling program, including anger management, for stealing a car. Then they participated in a death education class at school in which students were asked to imagine their own death. Harris, who was also taking an antidepressant known to cause hostility, dreamt he and Klebold went on a shooting rampage in a shopping center. Harris wrote about his dream and handed it in to the teacher. Shortly afterwards, he and Klebold acted out the dream when, on April 20, 1999, they shot and killed 12 students, a teacher, and wounding 23 others before killing themselves.12

Dr. Samuel L. Blumenfeld, internationally renowned educator and author warns, “There must be something wrong with an education system that requires so many children to be drugged just to attend school. … This is a cruel and criminal activity.” As for solutions, he says: “You cannot reform education without first divorcing it from behavioral psychology.”

Thomas Jefferson, one of the USA’s “founding fathers,” said, “I have sworn upon the altar of God, eternal hostility against every form of tyranny over the mind of man.”

There is no better example of tyranny over the minds of men than what is being given to children in the name of education and “help” through behaviorist programs such as “values clarification,” “outcome based education,” psychological and psychiatric questionnaires and “screening,” “self esteem” classes and psychotropic (mind-altering) drugs.

For more than 40 years these programs have been a destructive failure, in effect escalating the very problems that psychiatrists claim they prevent or resolve.

The classroom provides what Beverly Eakman, educator and author of Cloning of the American Mind, says is a “psychologically controlled environment,” where “scientific” coercion can be used to bring about certain beliefs. Terms such as “modifying behavior,” “targeting attitudes” and “outcomes” are used which, essentially, mean “altering beliefs,” “brining about a
against the questions, the next questionnaire, called the “Diagnostic Interview Schedule for Children” (DISC), purportedly checks for 18 psychiatric disorders. The child is then referred to a psychologist or psychiatrist and, usually, prescribed drugs.

Joseph Glenmullen of Harvard Medical School says the questionnaires used to diagnose depression “may look scientific,” but “when one examines the questions asked and the scales used, they are utterly subjective measures.”

The following is a small sample of the types of behavior-manipulating questionnaires in use:

“Health Enhancement Survey”: Ten-year-old students are asked personal and degrading questions such as, “How fat do you think your parents are?” For the boys: “Circle the picture that shows the size of your penis.” For the girls: “Circle the picture that shows the size of your breasts.”

“Do you know yourself?”: Students are asked to complete a questionnaire as part of their curriculum. One question is: “Tell us the most embarrassing thing or the biggest secret you have that will make us never look at you the same again.” If students reply, “No comment,” the teacher reminds them that they are graded on their participation.

“Crossing The Line”: Students are moved to one side of the room, with a white line down the middle. They are told to cross the line “if you have ever been made fun of for being fat,” “if you or someone in your family has ever been raped or sexually molested,” “if you have ever been hit by someone who said, ‘I love you,’” and “if you have ever felt unsafe in your own home.”

Research analyst Diane Alden says, “We have had years of counseling, therapy, drugs, and touchy-feely non-academics, and what we have gotten are kids who feel good about being dumb and violent.”

In fact, seven out of 12 recent U.S. school shoot-
The reality is that all child mental health programs are designed to control the lives of children towards specific ideological objectives, at the expense of, not only the children’s sanity and well-being, but also that of parents, teachers, and of society itself.

In the words of Dr. Thomas Szasz, professor of psychiatry emeritus, “I have long maintained that the child psychiatrist is one of the most dangerous enemies not only of children, but also of adults who care for the two most precious and most vulnerable things in life—children and liberty.”

Take, for example, the TeenScreen® program in the United States which claims that identifying and “treating” “at risk” children can prevent suicide. The program’s “health” survey asks students questions such as, “Has there been a time when nothing was fun for you and you just weren’t interested in anything?” and “Has there been a time when you felt you couldn’t do anything well?” With enough checks

VIOLENCE AND CRIME rates continue to increase and the outgrowth of psychiatry’s impact on education has been the dismaying fact that our criminals are becoming younger. Manuel Sanchez and John Duncan, both 12, were arrested for the murder of a migrant worker in Washington State, U.S.

private grants seduce [school] districts into using these student interrogations, which are then used to convince benefactors that districts need help—the bigger the problems, the bigger the prize.” Edward Freeland, associate director of the Survey Research Center at Princeton University says: “If a district proves itself to be in rough enough shape,” financial faucets open.

William Bonville, an attorney for the Rutherford Institute, a U.S. civil liberties group, says these programs have led to “a massive invasion of the family and the rights of individual students through curricula utilizing psychological programming and experimentation, as well as a broad spectrum of behavior modification techniques. … The traditional interests and rights of parents have been trampled upon.”

BAD SCIENCE AND FALSE THEORIES: Today, in American schools, psychologists work to diagnose and label children with “learning disorders.” To promote this industry, books advocating psychiatry’s unproven claims about childhood mental “illness” are churned out pushing dangerous drugs as a “solution.”
STUDENT ‘SCREENING’: NAZI ROOTS

The screening of children for “mental illness” is not without precedent. It parallels the process used in Nazi Germany to weed out the “inferior elements of society.”

1920: German psychiatrist Alfred Hoche published the book Permission to Destroy Life Unworthy of Life, in which he recommended that a commission order the identification and euthanasia of “dead-weight characters.” Less than 20 years later, a register was compiled and submitted to the government on all those who suffered from a variety of mental disorders.

1930: Ernst Rüdin, founder of “psychiatric genetics” and an architect of the Holocaust, addressed the International Congress on Mental Hygiene in Washington, D.C., where he called for a united eugenic approach to weed out those known to bear “hereditary taint.” Heading the list of “defects” was one U.S. eugenicists would later define as “attention deficit disorder” (ADD).

1930s: As a result of the psychiatric eugenics movement, U.S. schools screened children regularly, and those classified as feeble-minded were sent to institutions.

1940: At the first conference of the German Society for Child Psychiatry and Therapeutic Education, attended by the elite of Nazi psychiatry, Paul Schroder, professor of psychiatry, stated: “Child psychiatry has to … help to integrate (hereditarily) damaged or inadequate children for their own and the public’s good” and be “strict and resolute” about the “sacrifice of those deemed predominately worthless and uneducable.”

1940-45: British psychiatrist J.R. Rees, and Canadian psychiatrist G. Brock Chisholm, who co-founded the World Federation for Mental Health (WFMH), described the goals of psychiatrists: “[W]e have made a useful attack upon a number of professions. The two easiest of them naturally are the teaching profession” and having “swallowed all manners of poisonous certainties fed us by … school teachers. … If the race is to be freed from its crippling burden of good and evil it must be psychiatrists who take the original responsibility.”

1970s: Professor Manfred Müller-Küppers, a member of the German Society for Child and Adolescent Psychiatry, claimed that there should be “no referral to reform school, no provisions for school attendance without child psychiatric examinations.”

2003: Influenced by psychiatrists and psychologists, the U.S. New Freedom Commission on Mental Health recommended, “…the early detection of mental health problems in children and adults—through routine and comprehensive testing and screening.”